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THE SENSING LAYERIntroduction
We are rapidly approaching an age in which

both partially and fully-autonomous vehicles will

emerge on roadway systems. The National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

has set forth a vision that eventually leads to

deploying fully autonomous, self-driving cars

sometime after the year 2025 [1]. In the

meantime, the NHTSA is encouraging the

development of partially automated vehicular

functions, such as lane-keeping assist, adaptive

cruise control, and self-parking. Auto and

technology Original Equipment Manufacturers

(OEMs) such as Waymo [2], Tesla [3], GM

Cruise [4], and Aptiv [5] have already begun to

use vehicular sensors to enable both fully

autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicular

functions and test those functions on active

roads [6]. A survey by Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) International details the

cybersecurity risks in autonomous vehicles [7].

To safely deploy autonomous vehicles with SAE

Level 5 autonomous capability [8], it is

necessary to analyze the cybersecurity aspects

in the decision-making pipeline.

Conclusions

The vehicular sensing layer is comprised of vehicular sensors that measure the physical properties of a

vehicle’s state and surroundings. The sensing layer is critical to smooth vehicle operation since automotive

electronic control systems use vehicular sensor measurements to make driving decisions. For instance,

distance sensor measurements allow adaptive cruise control systems to determine whether a vehicle can

safely increase speed. In partially or fully automated vehicles, human sensing is replaced to some degree

by vehicular sensing. Consequently, sensing layer data must have high reliability and accuracy.

The contribution of this paper is to offer

a timely review of potential cyber-attacks

in autonomous vehicles. Specifically, the

article discusses how malicious

attackers in the sensing layer can exploit

a modern car. Several cybersecurity

threats are investigated under vehicle

dynamics and environment sensors with

their countermeasures. The authors see

a transformative automotive industry that

will soon adopt disruptive technologies

(e.g., real-time machine learning, deep

learning, advanced edge/fog computing,

encryption, and blockchain) by

integrating vehicular data from sensors

in IoT platforms to advance the security

and safety of vehicular networks.
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Fig 2. Vehicle dynamics sensors (Blue) and 
environment sensors (Green) in 

autonomous and connected vehicles.
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Fig 1. Three-tier connected and automated 

vehicle architecture (AutoVSCC Framework).

Table 1 . Attack Vectors in the Sensing Layer 

A future for autonomous vehicles is quite promising as the automotive industry is racing to provide comfort

and safety. As research and development of fully autonomous vehicles are underway, intelligent sensors

will play a major role in determining how well these autonomous vehicles run on roads. As each vehicle

may contain over 200 sensors with an intelligent onboard infotainment system and state-of-the-art cloud

based telematics, data privacy and security are critical for vehicle manufacturers, vendors, and customers.

As cyberattacks become a method of warfare, innovative technologies such as machine learning and

blockchain will play a significant role in offering cybersecurity solutions.

Blockchain Based Solutions

Though the adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) in vehicular networks is on the rise, there are still major

challenges such as scalability, security, lack of standards, centralized networks, architecture models, and

cost. A distributed platform or Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) such as blockchain has the potential to

overcome these challenges and to increase the protection against vehicular cyber-attacks.

Fig: 3 Hierarchy-based consensus 
algorithms for blockchains in vehicular 

environments..

Automotive security threats can be classified

through the three-tier hierarchical system

shown in Fig. 1. Also known as the AutoVSCC

(Autonomous Vehicular Sensing

Communication and Control) framework, the

sensing layer is the first layer of the hierarchy

and is comprised of vehicular sensors. Threats

to the sensing layer include jamming the Global

Positioning System (GPS), eavesdropping on

communication within Tire Pressure Monitoring

Systems (TPMSs), and deceiving ultrasonic

sensors so that they perceive nonexistent

objects. Threats at both sensing and

communication layers can adversely influence

the functionality of the control layer via the

transport-application interface to transport and

translate valuable digital data into real-time

vehicular applications such as automated

steering control, lane change maneuvers, and

brake application.

Table 2 . Comparison of Vehicular Sensor 
Countermeasures

Table 3 . APPLICATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS OF BLOCKCHAIN 
USAGE IN IoV NETWORKS

Fig: 4 Blockchain implementation to secure intra-vehicular 
data from ECUs

Three-Tier Framework For 
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